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Epidemic Risk Solutions (ERS)
 Started as one of Munich Re’s innovation activities, then
transformed into business unit with global mandate
 ERS business model straddles
 Life – extreme mortality stop loss
 Non-Life – eg Hospitality, Manufacturing, Retail,
Construction etc
 Public Sector – eg World Bank & African Risk
Capacity etc
 Capital Markets – Offloading investible
instruments in the form of Bonds and
Derivatives
 Increase epidemic resilience of economies
Epidemic Risk Solutions
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Introduction

Epidemic outbreaks are increasing
Epidemic outbreaks are becoming more frequent and severe
Major contributors to this phenomenon are:

Environmental
shifts

Between 2010–2018 the WHO notified of 1483
epidemic outbreak events in 174 countries
Swine Flu (H1N1) (global)
 Affected 11–21% global population
 151,000–575,000 fatalities
 Economic loss of $45bn–$55bn

Urbanisation

Greater global
mobility

“Epidemics of infectious diseases are occurring more often, and spreading
faster and further than ever, in many different regions of the world. The
background factors of this threat are biological, environmental and lifestyle
changes, among others.” Source: World Health Organisation (WHO)

The human and economic cost can be devastating
 SARS-CoV-2 has shown the vulnerability of modern society to widespread
pandemic events.
 Social isolation and quarantine can quickly erode capability and profit
potential for many industries.

Zika (South America/Caribbean)
 3–4m cases
 c.20 fatalities
 Economic loss of $6.5bn–$9bn

Ebola (West Africa)
 28,616 cases
 11,310 fatalities
 Significant Economic losses

SARS/MERS (Asia)
 8,096 cases (SARS)/186 cases (MERS)
 747 fatalities (SARS)/36 fatalities (MERS)
 Economic loss of $8.9bn (SARS) $2.5bn (MERS)
Epidemic Risk Solutions
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Observable trend of increasing outbreak frequency
1918 – 1920
SPANISH FLU

1957 – 1958
ASIAN FLU

1972 – 1974
SMALLPOX
1981
HIV/AIDS

illustrative outbreak list

2003
AVIAN FLU
2009
SWINE FLU
2014
PLAGUE
2015
ZIKA
2018
EBOLA

1920

2020
COVID-19
1976
EBOLA

2017
LASSA FEVER
2014
EBOLA

1968 – 1969
HONG KONG FLU

200 epidemic outbreaks p.a.
5 emerging infectious diseases p.a. on average
1 Triggered development of PHEIC instrument, would most likely have been declared as a PHEIC

2012/2015
MERS
2005
MARBURG VIRUS
2003
SARS1

2007
WHO start using
PHEIC declarations
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Time for a paradigm shift
Epidemic Risk is often assumed to be:

UNPREDICTABLE

UNAVOIDABLE

UNINSURABLE
Epidemic Risk Solutions
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Based on data insurers have been able to develop
a range of epidemic products for various industries
Data
sources

Publicly available

 WHO Disease
Outbreak News
 John Hopkins University
 RKI Robert Koch Institute
 …

Non-damage
Business
Interruption

Cooperation

Vendor Models

Specialised private companies:
Outbreak data,
monitoring & risk analytics

 AIR
 Metabiota
 RMS

Academia

Who can be insured

How the cover works

Private sector (including)
 Hospitality/Tourism
 Manufacturing
 Retailing
 Mining
 Construction projects/Infrastructure
 Healthcare & Education

+ Epidemic outbreaks
+ Economic loss
= Indemnity based pay-out

Public sector

+ Epidemic outbreaks
+ Additional triggers breached
= Parametric pay-out

Financial Institutions
Epidemic Risk Solutions
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Increasing availability of data enables adequate risk
understanding and assessment
Modelling parameters need to capture frequency and severity of epidemic outbreaks and economic losses
Epidemic outbreaks

Economic losses

 Actuarial models
 Pathogen specifics
 Verify quantitative data patterns with qualitative
epidemiological expertise

 Derived per outbreak scenario
 Derived per industry sector
 Company specific revenue analysis

Parameters to model epidemic outbreaks









Fatalities as measure for severity
Duration of outbreak
Official alerts
Transmission patterns by pathogen
Endemic diseases vs. novel pathogens
Available treatment options
Public perception to specific pathogen
…

Databases

Models

On the ground
observations

Customer
information

Accumulation risk
 Reflects efficiency of policy structure under
pandemic tail scenario
 Additional pricing element

Epidemic Risk Solutions
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Excursus: Analysis of basic reproduction number (R0) and
case fatality rate (CFR)
Is a parameter suitable as trigger?






At the beginning of an outbreak, true
number of infections is unknown
R0 and CFR may vary between outbreaks
and over time within an outbreak
Parameters can only be used as trigger if
monitoring/observation is ensured at
intended trigger point
Number of deaths most stable and reliable
parameter both over course of outbreak
and in terms of data history

Exemplary epidemic curve – Ebola 2014 in Liberia

Source: Kouadio et al., 2015

Trigger needs to match monitoring and reporting at the time of the intended payout
Epidemic Risk Solutions
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Data – the path towards a reliable data source
Available data






WHO Disease
Outbreak News
Reporting of
national health
authorities
Medical literature

Completeness &
correctness

Qualitative concepts



Microbiologic and
epidemiologic
expertise provide
an expectation and
cause for outbreak
characteristics





Does data base
capture all historic
events?
Is the information
captured and
mapped correctly?

Extensions





Outbreaks of
different
magnitudes?
Other infectious
diseases?

Challenges
Data sources are
heterogeneous (both
format and content)

Do qualitative criteria
fit to empirical
observations?

Near real-time data
may differ from final
view on outbreak

Database design
should allow for
extensions
Epidemic Risk Solutions
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Exemplary overview of newly available risk modelling tools
Complementary role of stochastic risk models

Disease Spread Model
• Model structure
• Parameter selection
• Preparedness index

Model Event Catalog
• Parameter distributions
• Demographic
breakdown
• Event likelihood

Risk Analytics
• Human and financial
loss
• Exceedance
probabilities
• Scenario analyzer
Epidemic Risk Solutions
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The Pandemic Emergency Financing Facility (PEF)
as a good example of a public private partnership
Casualties in the event of epidemic outbreak
(illustrative)

IDA countries (International Development Association) 1

Negative scenario
Assumed
intervention
First
PEF
cases intervention without PEF

Time

Positive
scenario
PEF
scenario

40

IDA countries

Description of PEF

PEF protects against certain virus types

 Collaboration with WHO and other public and private sector
partners
 PEF covers the world poorest countries (IDA) against pandemic
outbreaks (capacity US$ 500m)
 PEF pays out when viruses reach a certain level of contagion
(number of deaths, speed of disease spread, disease spread across
international borders) for financing containment measures








Filo virus (e.g. Marburg, Ebola)
Corona virus (e.g. SARS, MERS)
Pandemic influenza virus
Crimean kongo
Lassa feaver
Rift valley feaver

1 based on GNI eligibility threshold and historical average graduation lags
Epidemic Risk Solutions
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PEF is designed to provide early counter measures and
mitigate economic losses of an event like COVID-19
COVID-19: PEF is paying out

Epidemic and pandemic resilience as a kind of global public good

 PEF got triggered on 31st of March almost at
the earliest possible point in time

 Developing countries pose a risk for the outbreak of these diseases and
may not be able to finance the containment

 PEF makes it possible for developing
countries to receive instant financial support
in the first place

 Natural interest of developed countries to ensure that developing countries have
the financial resources necessary for containment through ex-ante financing of
containment measures

 It will now be important to monitor how the
funds provided will be used effectively in
developing countries

 This ensures growth in low-income countries but also prevents and delays the
spread of dangerous viruses to more prosperous countries

PEF shows that insurers can accompany this political-social-economic
process and provide additional support with their…
Risk competence and

Risk-bearing capacity
Epidemic Risk Solutions
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Life Reinsurance: Extreme Mortality Stop Loss
Typical structures
Payout profile

Population index vs baseline (weighted) index
25%
20%
15%

Extreme
Mortality
Loss
amount

10%
5%
Attachment
Point

Detachment
Point

Excess Mortality above Baseline Mortality Index

0%
Age
bands

14

24

34

44

54

64

74

84

120

0

15

25

35

45

55

65

75

85

M - Index
M - Population

F - Index
F - Population
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Non-Damage Business Interruption – Key Elements
Insured Event

Epidemic Trigger
Viral
Epidemic
Outbreak
PHEIC trigger + Civil Authority
Lockdown

Economic Trigger

Loss in
Gross Profit

Loss in Gross Profit as a result
of the Epidemic Outbreak

Indemnification

Payout to
the Insured

Claim submitted by insured
(Proof of Loss necessary)

PHEIC = Public Health
Emergency of International
Concern as issued by the WHO
Epidemic Risk Solutions
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The Risk Transfer Solution – Key Elements

Severity Trigger - sliding scale gradually unlocks capacity
Loss adjustment still required

10% of limit unlocked at 25 fatalities, pro rata thereafter.
in millions

Unlocked Capacity

40

Maximum
Capacity unlocked

30

Limit
in $

20

10

0

Sliding Scale
inception

25

50

Fatality Count

75

100
Epidemic Risk Solutions
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The Risk Transfer Solution – Key Elements
PHEIC Trigger

Key Elements – Understanding the PHEIC trigger
 Public Health Emergency of International Concern “PHEIC” is simple and reliable. It refers to large scale outbreak events
as classified by the World Health Organisation “WHO”. PHEIC was created as part of the International Health regulations
2005 (implemented in 2007) and was designed for events like SARS 2003. There have been a total of 6 PHEIC events
since 2007 (7 if you include SARS 2003).


2003 SARS declaration



2009 Swine flu declaration 2009



2014 Polio declaration



2014 Ebola Western Africa declaration



2016 Zika virus declaration



2018–20 Ebola DRC declaration



2020 Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) declaration

Epidemic Risk Solutions
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The Risk Transfer Solution – Key Elements

Mapping of pandemic cover for PHEIC + Civil Authority Lockdown
Outbreak Area “worldwide”
(agreed at inception)

Covered Area = Clusters
USA (+Territories)
(areas agreed at inception)

Illustration only

Insured Premises

(optional inclusion of suppliers if agreed at inception)

If the WHO state there is an outbreak here
(in a DON1) of a viral disease with local
human transmission …
… which causes the
WHO to issue a PHIEC1
… a defined Authority issues a lockdown
order covering the business insured
here …
1
2

PHEIC is a declaration by the WHO of a Public Health Emergency of International Concern
DON means disease outbreak news published by the WHO (www.who.int)

… the policy pays for actual economic loss
sustained here.
Epidemic Risk Solutions
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The Risk Transfer Solution – Key Elements

PHEIC + Civil Authority Lockdown period interaction illustration
A client buys coverage for 12mth
1. PHEIC + Civil Authority Lockdown
2. Outbreak area is Asia
3. Covered area is SG, MY, TH

Period of Insurance
1 March 2020 – 28 Feb 2021

Epidemic period
1 May 2020 – 30 April 2021
(12 months)

Indemnity period
1 December 2020 – 31 May 2021 (6 months)
Coinsurance/Deductible

1 Mar 2020

1 May 2020

DON issued for novel viral
disease in Asia with a
local transmission
First event occurrence date
Start of EPIDEMIC PERIOD
= 1 May 2020

1 Oct 2020

1 Dec 2020

1. PHEIC issued 1 October 2020
2. Lockdown in Covered Area
1 December 2020 = EPIDEMIC OUTBREAK TRIGGER EVENT
Indemnity period can start at a date chosen by the insured between
1 Dec 2020 and 30 April 2021

28 Feb 2021

31 May 2021

Actual Loss sustained at
insured premises: notified to
Insurer, adjusted and paid as
agreed in the policy structure.

Note: the indemnity period must start in the Epidemic period (after the Trigger Event),
but could extend beyond the Epidemic period
Epidemic Risk Solutions
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Munich Re is trying to build up a market
for epidemic risk transfer solutions

LONG-TERM

MID-TERM
SHORT-TERM
Protecting a
number of (key) assets

Risk transfer for Epidemic
impact should be readily
available to all projects/
firms

Significantly increasing
number of insured assets

We aim at making societies more resilient against the consequences of an epidemic outbreak by engaging
with clients, primary insurers, IFIs, lenders & borrowers on the importance of epidemic risk transfer solutions
Epidemic Risk Solutions
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Some words on wide-spread portfolios and industry facilities

Covers may be significantly more attractive for carefully chosen target clients
Key facts
 Rate on Line ultimately
determined by aggregate limit

Asset 1

FUTURE

Asset 2

Primary insurer 1
Asset 3

FUTURE

Primary insurer n

Arrangement

Capacity

Asset n

Premium

 Options for making premium
per insured risk more
attractive:
 Geographical spread of
portfolio & cluster limits
 Capping by AAL – pro
rata participation or first
come first serve?
 Hence, implicit risk sharing
between insured assets leads
to economically efficient
cover

Cover
Epidemic Risk Solutions
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Creating an alternative asset class
(e.g. Pandemic Tail Mortality Risk)
Risk Premium Levels per Risk Probability

 The absolute level of risk premium payable for
extreme mortality risk is in the range of what can be
found in short term credit markets

(p.a. on Maximum Loss)

Market Risk Premium

1,20%
1,00%

 The return is stable through the economic cycle,
making it an attractive investment even in a bear
market

0,80%
0,60%

 For higher attachment points (+400y return period),
the return is even higher than credit returns

0,40%

 From a Solvency II perspective, beyond the 200y
return period, pandemic exposure incurs zero capital
unlike an equivalent credit exposure

0,20%
0,00%

Superior risk adjusted returns

150

250
350
450
Return Period (1 in ... years event)

Extreme Mortality Risk Premium

Spread Financials 1y
Epidemic Risk Solutions
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Pandemics require a huge team effort to mitigate adverse
effects on economy and society

Academia

Politics

Insurance

Industry

Allocate sufficient R&D budget to pandemic
topics and offer attractive framework
for researchers.

Efforts to push borders of insurability
and preparedness to protect
against new risks.

Ensure clear legal framework and transparent
decision processes in pandemic crises scenarios.
Act pro-actively and strengthen engagement
fighting pandemics.

Cooperation across industries and sectors are
key. Only diverse skills allow for powerful
solutions finding the right answers to pandemics.

Epidemic Risk Solutions
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Contact
Thank you for your attention!

gkraut@munichre.com
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Disclaimer

This presentation was prepared by Munich Reinsurance Company Singapore Branch (“MRSB”) for the benefit and internal use of Singapore Actuarial Society, for educative
purposes (the “Transaction”). The information contained in this document should be treated as highly confidential. No disclosure or reproduction may be made to third parties
regarding any information disclosed in this document without the prior permission of MRSB.
By accepting this presentation you agree not to use the confidential information contained in this presentation, and in the other materials you will be provided with, for any
purpose other than for considering a participation in the Transaction. You also agree not to disclose information regarding the Transaction to anyone within your group other than
those required to know such information for the purpose of analysing or approving such participation.
Content and scope of this presentation are solely for your information and the basis for further discussions with you. This presentation is incomplete without reference to, and
should be viewed solely in conjunction with, the oral briefing provided MRSB. This presentation does not purport to contain all information that may be required to evaluate the
Transaction. The information in this presentation reflects prevailing conditions and our views as of this date, which are accordingly subject to change. In preparing this
presentation, we have relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information available from public sources or which was
provided to us by or on behalf of your company or which was otherwise reviewed by us. No representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to the accuracy or
completeness of the information contained in this presentation, and nothing contained herein is, or shall be relied upon as, a promise or representation. Furthermore, you agree
that MRSB will not have any liability to you relating to or resulting from the use of this presentation.
This presentation shall not be construed as an offer to enter into the Transaction.
You agree that by furnishing this presentation to you, MRSB is not acting as your advisor in relation to any regulatory, legal, accounting or tax matter associated or related to the
Transaction. In particular, MRSB is not giving any regulatory, legal, accounting or tax advice in relation to the feasibility of the Transaction in any jurisdiction applicable to you.
Therefore, you are strongly advised to consult your own independent advisors in relation to any regulatory, legal, tax or accounting advice should you wish to proceed with the
Transaction. Any regulatory, legal, accounting, tax or other advice or opinions of third-party advisors which MRSB has provided to you in connection with the Transaction have
been provided to you for informational or background purposes only, should not be the basis on which you enter into the Transaction, and should be independently confirmed by
you or your advisors prior to entering into the Transaction.
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